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City Council

May 9, 1974

says (no

Alcohol change proposed
by JIM HEALY
in Monmouth. His vote set back
0Pif' but the committee
Llanff
plans
further
action.

persons over the legal drinking
age.
19?5r7fi° f S^n-ly dry town may by
75 76 '"id OCE with a dor
The committee for the revision
a£CEJegistrar Stan Kenyon, 01 the policy has outlined the
_ This
feasibilitall0Win^
D
Wdy
and
student h^H °
1974-75
in its earliest
stages ana
-IS'St'" ,T
ea
student body president Ken Irvin reasons they feel the proposal is
possible because:
had asked for the city's backing
- there is no state law
proposed a change in the ci ^
regulating alcohol on State
ord nance to allow for an ex property.
ception within the Residence
thJrnChange is be»ng Sought bv
alls at OCE. Gail Mever s. " Tbere Is no specific Oregon
f
r
the
R
DCE's"^'
°
evision of seconded the motion, and she State Board of Higher Education
action which defines this policy
chaTred hv ?e °n AJC°ho1' and is
°CE Professor' and it is not included in their
Thp n
^ nior Nancy Dowdy Merlin"1 Da"h
Darby
voted
for
the
Comm'ttee at the present
mandatory standards of conduct
measure after discussion
- They feel it would be ad
e
!he 'coflege^
vantageous to the college in that
OCE science professor Ernie it would hopefully attract
HU^minu' along with Central students back to the dormitories
p'gb school principal Gordon
- and it might establish an
Pratt and Patricia Jaffer voted equality in the living com
against the proposal, with munities available to students.
Jacobson casting the tie-breaking
Committee chairperson Nancy
vote in action that closely Dowdy stated, "We need
>
on
the
OjregonCoSe
of
6
n
C
llege
•How devoutly Tartuffe prayshiChurri^^^^*''''^^
Education Cam^ h° °
resembled last year's Monmouth response and backing from off(Ed Classen) to Cleant (Jlm Gilsdorf) The^rp l?\eeling °rg°n
"nder the legal drinkins^"" Avenue closure vote.
campus students if we are going
L,
presents Moliere's comedy TARTUFFF t - 5
ttle Theatre
Miss Dowdy said thic 1?
In final city action Tuesday on to make this go." She went on to
J
Saturday at 8:15 p.m. Tickets ar« a *i . ^'S^t, tomorrow and
would be a nppn
change the proposal the council voted to
say that the committee would
andat the door. Adults are
investigate the matter further. appreciate letters of support
from clubs, groups and in—
—
—
—
. ,.
*-«*iipus. A t t h e
Pre« tiine SiTa* £ sa?rf h Students Jack Morton aividuals addressed to- The
residence halls on campus said he would listen very Committee for the Revision of
housing approximately 550 senously to the recommendation OLE s Policy on Alcohol in care
dents, . and Possession or lHa^°?1um,,tee is makinS and of her at SPO No..1033 or Barnum
consumption of alcohol is added that "the prospects for 215.
changing the regulation are very
specifically prohibited.
'From the people I've talked to favorable, and we don't see on
everyone has seemed really „ our staff a statement of
by CURTIS CLIMER
those kind 0f activities that are favor of it, which is surprising " opposition at all."
vital to our overall education. He mentioned Miss Dowdy, a student
Morton said that to become
ASOCE is going on the record ago pointed1 out that he felt
TSta£ !jVing in Barnum Ha,"
as against the $4 dollar incidental AbOCE could withstand a cut- ^ added ^at the committee mvC|lai) ?E policy the first step
nvolved for the proposal would
Financial Board has sent a
fee increase. It was decided at
within the next few days plans to
Business Manager
the May 2 Senate meeting last loss Wth0Ut Suffering sermus contact various faculty, student SnHn°fV ation by the Student
i ieri°
Conduct Committee. The com John Sparks, requesting a $5 per
fliursday.
ASOCE is now ready to make and community groups to get mittee is made up of four
term increase in incidental fees,
^^CE's right, as pre its recommendation. With small additional support for the idea students and two to three faculty
this will raise incidental fees to
scribed by Oregon State law to turn outs in open hearings and ^ Monmouth mayor Q. l members, and is chaired bj
an all time high of $29 per term
submit a recommendation on'all lack of student concern their "Jake" Jacobson and half the
£0UI\ members of Financial
incidental fee increase. A recommendation will be based city council however, threw a
Marsh, Sharlene Schnumber of rather unproductive heavily on their own expertise. damper on the committee's
From there the proposal would
open hearings were held on the Without support their recom proposal as he cast the tie- go two ways, toward a formal midlkofer, Kevin Reilly, and Roy
fee increase. The result was mendation to not raise the in breaking vote last Tuesday night Personnel Staff recommendation Combest were present at a
about 40 people showing up and a cidental fee may be only a piece at a City Council meeting which and to President Leonard Rice, Sunday, May _§ meeting, and
relatively balanced number of ot paper in a managerial killed an amendment to the city's the final decision is up to unanimously approved the
ordinance against the possession President Rice, but Morton proposed budget for 1974-75
reactions for and against.
bureaucracy.
Board members Gisela Cory was
ot alcohol in any public building mentioned "I'm confident that he not
During the senate meeting it
v
present.
was moved ASOCE recommend a
will weigh heavily upon the
The letter addressed to John
no increase in the incidental fee
recommendations of the com
Sparks sited the cost of inflation
mittee for the policies revision
The motion passed and a second
m all programs, increase in
the personnel staff and the
motion was made to recommend
minimum wage, and a predicted
Betty
Roberts,
Democrat
achangein the current incidental
Development, Human Resources Student Conduct Committee." decline in enrollment as the
fee structure. This motion also gubernatorial candidate, will aiyi State and Local Affairs
justification for the proposed
appear Friday, May 10 at 8 p.m. committees.
Any revision made by Rice increase in incidental fees. A
m
the
Oregon
Room
of
the
ASOCE feels it has a good case
Senator Roberts has been then must be brought to the at booklet containing the proposed
against a fee increase and for College Center.
Chairperson of the Consumer and tention of Chancellor Roy E
budget is being made available to
Students will be given the Business Affairs Committee and Lieuallen's office
changing the feestructure. As the
the members of the Senate, who
opportunity
to
ask
questions
and
price of an education goes up $100
has served as vice-chairperson of
will be considering it in today's
express
their
views
on
such
Morton
said
he
anticipates
the
the enrollment drops on the
the Ways and Means Committee.
college moving in the direction of Senate meeting at 7 p.m. in the
average 5 percent. This is issues as Oregon's economic
a 21-year-old dorm, and called IV Room in the basement of the
future,
social
services,
perhaps an obscure figure but
During her first Legislative 1975-76 a "reasonable target College Center.
transportation,
education
and
the
senator Roy Com best brought it
term in 1965 she was selected by
If y ou are concerned about
date" for the establishment of
®wn to more realistic terms. He future of OCE as a quality in the press as an outstanding fresh such
your money, where it is going
a dorm.
stitution
of
higher
education.
man Legislator.
thought out the point that as he
In 1972 Oregon State University who is spending it, or how much
A member of the Oregon
looks for a teaching job em
The event is being co-sponsored established such a dorm, Snell they can raise fees, be sure to
ployers are interested in knowing Legislature since 1965, Senator by the Student Service Center Hall, and at the present time the attend this meeting and let
Monmouth
Women's U of 0 is also working on a yourself be heard. It's your
™at he has done besides school. Roberts has had wide committee and
Collective. Refreshments will be similar proposal to allow alcohol money! you have the right to
With less money we may lose experience including service on DAM«r/\/]
r
rvl
1
*
M
«
mm
tne
l° a"°u alc oho1
have some say about "what
Education,
Economic
'
~
' """* the
Education,
Economic served following6 the talk
on""t'hp
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ASOCE takes stand
against fee increase
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sees *5rise
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Women's track team
captures second in
state meet. . .page li

lamron 2 letters: the people's forum
OCE collective mind,
does it really exist?
To the editor:
Are you upset with yourself at
OCE? I am so upset it makes me
physically-mentally sick.
Hello Hello, Is anyone home?
I'm calling the OCE collective
mind. Shit. Not again, nobody
answers. Nobody ever dares.
Those collective minds are never
home.
People
never
tell
lies
separately. They tell lies in big
groups. I found out what I can do
about that.
God dammit. Quit your lying.
' (Those are big words for a lady
like me?)
Listen people, I've been trying
to call you all my life. We can
congregate by the river just to
talk. It'll make us all feel better
just to do something together.
(It s only when you get real
political that they throw you in
jail.)
What the hell am I doing caring
about you in the middle of the
night? OCE collective mind, this
is a warning, I am stronger for
fighting you. You tore out my
guts, told me they weren't there
and said constantly everyday
over and over to use my head.
HA HA. The jokes on you! You
taught me how to put my head
and guts where they belong. HA
HA. Funny, you make me feel
sick so I could learn how to make
myself better. You didn't know it

OCE mediocrity collective mind,
you bored me so bad, you always
have and always will. You. I don't
have any bad names good enough
to describe You filth.
You filth me everyday.
You filth me in the library
when I forget to remember an ID
card to prove my identity. OCE
student No. 5432-66-3890. That's
what you tell me I am. Isn't it
lovely in a personal small
college-town
atmosphere.
Doesn't it make you want to
scream.
Leave me alone. Leave me
alone. Leave me alone!
I don't mind it for myself, but
you're picking on a lot of my
friends, too. Everyday you make
Shelley so sick she can't stand to
come to you even though she
wants to.
Real bad. That's what you are
OCE collective mind. Apathy,
you're so bored with yourselves
you don't even care if your secret
identity is you. (If they say so, it's
good enough for you. Ask
questions, it's not against the
law.)
Q. (This is one of my best.
Favorite one). If you're bored
and you get rid of the boat
rockers, will you be even more
bored?
A. If you don't have enough
sense to do whatever you do best

AFT proposes

sample contract

Alcohol in dorms

Policy change
regulations in the Principles of Student Conduct to make
possible a legal drinking age dorm
C h a n 9 6 d if W O u l d m e a n t h a t
students"of
students of legal drinking age, currently 21 could
consume alcohol in a dorm for students 21 and over

it womIH hi C m 01 T, U ' d n 0 t b e P e r m i t t e d on campus and
it would be illegal for anyone under the legal drinkinq
age to have possession or to consume alcohol on cam

"is

Not enough . . .

in front of everybody, at school specific tests that THEY make
how can you learn anything you have before THEY decide
worth teaching? Why don't the you're out of their class and kick
To the Editor:
musicians play on the lawn in you out of 1984 too?)
If a student evaluation is to
front of the music building? Are
My God. I don't think you're
they so scared they're bad that people like real flesh and blood. have any value it cannot be limit
they won't take a chance to be You treat me so bad. I treat you. ed to "professor performance"
better?
Liars. So worse. Kiss off. Send off as was the one administered in
Dr. Livingston, I presume you the weirdos into outer space. two of my classes on May 6. Such
lied to me in public when you said Goody W. D. Goodbye John. an evaluation tends to elicit
yes of course you would put some Goodbye George. Aren't there responses based on personalities,
handball gloves on the girls side any women around here? Why do while I do believe personalities
of the locker rooms just to prove I have to scream so loud for can enhance or interfere with
that you really think we might get affirmative
action.
Dr. learning, I do not believe that
good if you didn't make it so hard Livingston I presume you know alone is an effective expression of
on us? Huh? Huh? I must ask why as wll as I do, all the men in their student interests, frustrations or
you are so afraid.
suits at the Department Chair- needs. I also do not believe
OCE collective mind, are you MENS MEETINGS. Listen up student evaluations will actually
tod afraid to be different? I'm Men's rooms piolicy makers. You be the - determining factor in
warning you're going to bore kick out my friends, you kick me whom to hire or whom to fire as
anyone interesting to death death out too. I've had it up the kazoo indicated on the form, nor am I
death death if you can't be a little and back with you.
sure they should be.
more daring.
I do know that students should
You lie about me? You tell me I
Q. What college in the USA of need ID to prove I'm real. Does it be concerned with issues vital to
1974 still has dorm rules such as matter that much. You don't the total college experience,
boys! I repeat young men do not, trust me first I won't trust you issues which truly inhibit or
I repeat, do not use the (ahem, EVER.
expand our capacity to learn.
excuse, this is such a delicate
You grade me. You label me. A There should be some significant
subject) use the toilets in the girls scale lower BCD. Reject button
means of expressing opinions
rooms. You are to deny your REJECT Button Eject ME. I without feeling threatened. The
existance right over the top of the want out of this nut house. I can't Library, LARC, Ed Media,
second floor balcony of Gentle believe anything for myself. I'm Health Services and Ad
Hall. If you are to continue this always wrong.
ministration, in addition to the
practice please be careful, you
You say I obviously have faculty, are all here to meet the
are becoming rarer and rarer. enough sense to grade myself. needs of students and there
By the God that I don't believe (Hi Mom. I'm in college. They should be some adequate means
in I think I have it. Will the real make me so sick. I know from of evaluating all areas and of
OCE please stand up and fight? hepatitus, mono, three months in recognizing, encourging and
In case you wondered where bed and two years of recovery respecting the opinions of the
the hell I ever learned to write that they helped make me sick). students. The present evaluation
like this, remember OCE you
You did it everyway you could. form doesn't scratch the surface.
taught me and my teacher to be I'd call bastard bastard if that
Norma Schaefer
so weird.
wasn't a bad reflection on me as a
290 Winegar St.
My favorite teacher is W. D. woman.
Schenck. Excuse me, I think
You told me I wasn't everyway
he's one of the few honest people you could not think of. But I know
around here.
better now. Listen here OCE
So remember OCE collective collective mind, apathy stinks, I
stupidity exactly what you taught know myself. But the way you're
me! I cannot tell a lie, I hate you. going you never will. I'm real.
You stink.
You're extinct in another ten
Q. If OCE is the best (teachers years fossil bed of learning, we're
college in the U. S. of A.) why do I leaving and we're alive. You
With the possibility that 37.
know it's a lie?v
always said you didn't want us.
A. Goodbye John Nance. They Too bad. My friends and I have faculty members might b
kissed you off because you told tried and cried our guts out dismissed the local chapter of th
me what little I know about ot ulcers. No more ARTIFICIAL AFT is now writing a sampl
contract which is in essence ;
something important to me. It RESPIRATION.
"no-cut" contract. Members o
was weird and strange and funny
RIP off $3,000 from my mother
to love Yoga because I hate OCE. and dad who spent their whole the organization are writing sucl
a contract because they believ*
You weirdo hippy California lives trying to afford your
to
stereotype fear punk. (Too bad make me hospital bills, sick that:
Oregon College of Education i:
you haven't got red hair. That insurance,
ABCDF.
Your
way I could draw some more message is rejected, real simple a unique institution, of nationa
stature, standing at the threshok
obviously wrong stereotyped huh?
of new opportunities and un
conclusions).
Do you understand? Are you so
By the God I don't believe in if I stupid? I spell it out for you, real paralleled new responsibilities
ever lecture in a college of more simpletons if you keep on that OCE faculty has enougl
collected talent to strengther
than half girls who don't know
thinking THEM THEM THEM
present programs and to initiate
their own strength, I'll teach
them! ABC's of how to say your who the hell does that make you? new ones, attracting students o!
own name without sounding so Real OCE derogatory. Same old desired quantity and quality, anc
ridiculously absurd. Men is tired lousy six o'clock to bed that the college will be
People. He is she. Always always boredom story. Good morning. adequately funded, once the new
always. Hee Hee Hee. (Mr. 1 m trying to be civil to you tired role of the college is understood.
as I am. Can't you even know how
Slawson do you think I un to
It is the wish of many that nc
try?
derstand why I can't answer
present member of OCE faculty
your specific questions on your
Vanda Woodside has to leave, in this AFT is nol
alone. The trend of declining
enrollment, it seems, must be
reversed if this goal is to be ac
complished.

a

'°cal ^

a n i c a n

merit'' e !f!.'e n + "" e p r o p o s a ' i s i n 'ts infancy it does have
merit and deserves thoughtful consideration. Currently
2nn.f m m S ^ f , l l e d t 0 a b o u t 5 0 p e r ^nt of capacity
d r i n k i n 9 p o l i c y c o u | d act as a
deterrent to thPrip 6
fn the dor °stach"ear"9 n°mber °' S'Uden'S 'hat
comP'aints
for 0 mo 0vinhne T+St
common
and reasons used
d
o
r
m s i n t h a t drinking is not
aMowtS
•!
s udents nvlr o T" 3 r e ° f l e g a l a 9 e The number of
HooefuMv thi = "*' n g ' n t h e d o r m s n o w i s very small.
1
c o u , d be changed with a new drinking
p 0 li C y ^

I5L

Lamron 2
staff

affects the po,icy is the vote for
the ?90tvhearranMPHC+
passes it chl drinking age coming up on May 27. If this
P
3 s i 9 n i f i c ant role in any policy
chanoes Thic
U
d
P U t a l a r 9 e number of dorm
students in ^hl r
students in the legal drinking age category.

ramifications ^ a n 9 f S a r e m a d e a " t h e aspects and
sidereri 9+. h + & drinking
dorm should conin ant nor
L r e S P ° n S e C o u l d pla V a n important part
student?n / changes. The lamron 2 would welcome
matt6r either in the form of letters
or verbaMy U ° n

I wonder iP by chance
has eyer
unversed with Martha
Witched ?
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News synopsis
Compiled by MELISAMcFIE

^i„«ri<lation order hast>'
rovernor Tom McCall said that Dublin
•
before the order to fluoridate Oreenn/ .mgs should have h
^'leState Health Commissioneg°n S Water s"PPHes wfsl.^

Let s not be foolish'

hy-MELISA
IELISA McFIF
MCFIE
• ?,or nearly a half eonm-,,
controls; we are now experien
inflation has pum„ dy""' "ng a Price explosion as onedollars into the paycheck 7ha
It"16 rozen wages and prices

taxed; then the government via
S R°licy °f inflation quickly
J
devaluates 'the remaining wages
of the consumer, .'.the ugly face
of inflation. . .
Inflation is indeed the problem
and with the inflationary impact
comes the money printing press.
Since World War II, federal
spending, not offset by taxes or
public borrowing, has for a large
part been 'borrowed' from the
banking system. Creation of
money in this way is a chief cause
of inflation which in turn, left
unchecked,
forces
prices
skyward.

Part of the problem is that
created ovf"
extra 11
m^10 'late. has consumers can see only a portion
there are „„
7y for which of the picture. When wages go up,
ex
match.
goods to it s obviously because they have
been much more productive. If,
6 SUpply of on the other hand, prices go up,
m^.TorTed^
4 hideout an armory
purchasina r,
decrease in the then someone is trying to steal
PTrofthedolla^
is
l
v
their hard earned rtfoney.
ag°iS believed
Je'feenjsed as^n^arm^^^ieces^
ln hi8her
prices Ther
This is characteristic of human
howeve?aterralf7ernment- nature. Mankind has always
wanted more for less. But in the
! Miss Hearst s f.ngerpr.nts to confirm her nresJl a comPlete set
real world one "can't have his
cake and eat it too." Prices can't
, tnt. where .t .s bel.eved that the SLA held her after her Wdlap 3Part
Once it is understood that high
be held artificially low while prices are the result of deficit
• nesiroy the system
wages rise. It's simply ridiculous spending by the federal govern
to think that an abundance of ment and not the cause of
•TheSLA is out to destroy the system " said Week'
n0my
An
a
'
»most consumer goods can be available inflation,
J 0(State. Lud Kramer, the man who headed the Hearst"^" fecretary hoJless "°
this
realization
jezzst-* the market for consumption if prices remain demands that a cure for inflation
n Need
!
Ugive3u 7 P ",'n the San Franc'sco area "it 7ht sf? t'
frozen while wages raise.
Sing to help people. .,t ,s not interested in feedinJ nf 7 has done
be found. The only way to cure
not/tr Wages and prices could
rampant inflation is for the
1st stealing from a wealthy family and buildin^n i?P ' itwas not
efficiently respond to the
Unless producers can get their federal government to annually
Cr SPCnt m°re tha" fiVe Weeks 'v^eeingThel^,
3
8
conditions
market ?"
of the cost of production, plus a little declare a balanced budget, have
artificially3
°'2 return for their labor, goods and a noninflationary control of the
Brandt gives up
services will not be produced and money supply and allow wages to
d^Zr^ consumption and shortages will occur. This is no be tied to productivity.
In the wake of a Communist spy scandal ct,
resultod
Production.
This
new discovery. As early as 314
resigned unexpectedly, Tuesday. Twelve davTh J W,lly Brandt
In the era of post-wage-price
S n a l a i d e h a d b e e n a r r e s t e d o n c h a r g e s o f B r a n d t ' a shortages.38 °"ly H C0Uld' in A.D., the Emperor of Rome, controls let's not be foolish. Let
Jany. European political leaders expressed shock''fhev'hf^ k®" riaCh°HSUmerS were irate and Diocletion, found the same to be us not demand a renewal of wage' one of the era s great statesman. "
without hi^ 7 lled him
ghtly so. In attempting to true when he tried to place price price controls. Such controls
0pe is im"
controls on food items.
perished," said Dutch Premier Joop den Uyl
merely suppress the rise in prices
inflat?
!LS Prohlem-childNearly all Americans desire which are due to political policies
imnn«?";" bl!°.V_ernment. ^ the affluent
life
with
the
security,
luent
life
with
the
smaller families
imposing wage-price^Tntrols kl?if?
.
y» of inflation.
h^d created
had
The percentage of Americans who want large family n
created a new problem hi?3"01*1*1n?otherwise> that
Wage-price control elimination
it brings. But government- allows prices to once again
steeply since 1968 and is at its lowest point in 38 v/I7
7 declined shortages.
to the
Sent Gallup Poll. Only 19 per cent o! those^in erviewed
Seeing that the 'solution' to instituted inflation, reflected in allocate resources to the ever
said the "ideal family" should have four children or m
^ recently relfiit'!"' .<wa8e"price controls), the higher cost of living, causes changing conditions of the
per cent favored big families.
more. In 1968, 41 results in distortion in the worries, and insecurities amount market. To cure inflation we need
market, and in face of opposition as it heaps additional burdens on not concern ourselves with the
lluss Daley ill
against extending the centre™ the already straining household mere symptoms of inflation
Mayor Daley. 71, was hospitalized Tuesday as a results.
. Congress allowed them to expire. budget. It is only logical that the (rising prices) instead we must
U1
With the disposition of such consumer will cry out for relief. address ourselves to the problem
sugar. This is h.s 20th year as the mayor of Chkago
The consumer is already over - the removal of inflation itself.
,er instead of yards?
%etric-conversion measure has entered the u
"id set up a commission to coordinate the iSLSW The measure
Jric measurements; ,t would not subsidizf convehsfon'cSsCh t0

They d<»»'t want the President removed

a recent Gallup Poll, the national sample of 694
u
margin of 49 to 38 said that they did not believe that the President
ac,ions warranted h.s being removed from officeatthis Ume

Perfect partners.
Precisely alike.

Bulova Accutron
"Matchmates"

March of Dimes . . .

Walkathon raises *7,700
by MARGUERITE BRODIE
Polk County's first annual
Walkathon, Saturday, made
$7,700 for the March of Dimes.
Dave
Kromer,
campaign
chairman for the Walkathon,
would have lived to have seen a
few more but was pleased that
239 people turned out to walk the
twenty miles. This Walkathon
was put together rapidly, in only
four weeks and this may be why it
was not well publicized, par
ticularly at OCE. Some of the
walkers who had previously
participated in Salem felt that the
walk from Dallas to Monmouth
and back was better organized.
One seventy-year-old man
made $581 and a Central High
junior, Gaynor Johnson, came in
first, running the twenty miles in
less than 3 hours.

See for yourself. Except for size they're exactly alike. With
so much in common... the beautifully fashioned
golden-hued case. The sweep second hand, raised hour
markers, champagne dial. The ultra flat crystal.
The genuine brown lizard strap.
Hear for yourself. The sound is the same. The hummmmmm
of the famous Accutron tuning fork movement that
means accuracy guaranteed to within a minute a month/
Even the price is the same. For him and for her. Can you
think of a more perfect gift to give each other?
The Bulova Accutron "Matchmates".
*We will adjust to this tolerance, if necessary. Guarantee is for one year.

Vivian Byers, a walker from
Monmouth, said that it was kind
of fun despite sore feet and a
sunburn. She noticed most of the
walkers were junior high age
people.
Certainly the March of Dimes
appreciated the work put into
organizing the walk as well as the
money raised. Maybe more
people will plan on participating
next spring.

Imports & Gifts
Mexican Imports
Oil Paintings - Statues
Tapestries

fe and Liberty St. -

581-6556

ZXZt jSZ$S Accutron

375 Liberty NE Salem
10:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m. Daily
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Nosotros share culture
during Chicano Week
In an attempt to draw attention
and gain recognition for the
Chicano students of OCE, and
add to the spirit of a national
Chicano movement, Nosotros,
the Chicano people of Oregon
College of Education, presented
Chicano Culture Week.
An art show in the College
Center, during Chicano Culture
Week, displayed such historical
treasures as: An Aztec Calender
(which is stil more accurate than
our own), Spanish Dolls,
costumes, pottery and other
beautiful handiwork of the
Chicano's ancestors.
On May 1 free Chicano films
were shown in the Coffee shop.
Nosotros hosted the Chicano
Open Forum on Thursday, May 2.
Representatives of National
Chicano Organizations spoke on
various facets of the Chicano
movement.
Friday morning of Chicano
Culture Week saw a panel of
educators discussing bilingual
education in the Music Hall. That
afternoon workshops dealing

with the same topic were held in
the College Center.
The
Chicano
educators
challenged the state system of
higher education to be more
responsive to the needs of
Chicano students. Oregon, it was
pointed out, is behind other states
in this endeavor...behind in
preparing bilingual students who
can teach in bicultural settings.
LaFiesta, held on Saturday,
highlighted Chicano Culture
Week. For a dollar, students and
citizens of the community could
feast on deliciously prepared
Mexican food. During the af
ternoon dinner at Talmadge Jr.
High in Independence, a Chicano
fashion show was held and
dances in colorful native
costumes
provided
enter
tainment.
A dance held in the Old Gym
and featuring La Ganga brought
Chicano Culture Week to a close.
Nosotros wishes to extend
sincere thanks to the many in
dividuals who contributed their
time and energies toward making
last week a success.

Libre Verso
by VALLI CAMP
Algunas veces un hombre es una calle
Siempre seguro a donde va, todavfa parece
Cada nivel parece le traer dolor mas grande
Aunque sabe que ensayarf otra vezUs una calle.
Algunas vece? un hombre es una charca
Keflejando sblo en lo que est/ viviendo
Hasta las paredes alrededor de el caigan y el manantial haya
secado;
Es una charclSe ^ S°"

mentiras * el orgu»° tonto;

Un hombre puede ser ^olo lo que quiere ser
Y si cae a lo largo del camino,
Nadie espera que no llore.
Algunas veces un homres es un pueblo,
riticando todas las cosas que lo humillan
Ini.mf C°,nStrU>;eUn muroen dond»est'ondesumiedo»'» <1-'• Pon*/n:
Algunas veces un hombre es una casa
biempre seguro oue cuando est/alli no es solo
Su cas^ser0/" """P* CUa"do tiene frr°; '
Sepulcro cuando se envejece;
Us una casa
Algunas veces un hombre es una cancion

photos
by

Uas\Tque sucfltr0S'° qUe'piensa es b"enoo malo,
No entiende
^:
una cancion.
Usta es solamente una cancion;
es s<'lamente una cancion.

Valli Camp
May^an^^^currenT^i'cancTCulUn-^/Week.

CinC°

'
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down the street
flUBSDAY. MAY 9
TheOCE spring tefm P|ay, - Tartuf. „ . .
at the OCE Little Theatre at 8 p.m?S£L

second „igh,

.

f

ekets are available u &
ton,ght
- office.
Ce»ter
the Coiieg,
VSOt'E Meetings today are: Exeri.n
„
oard at 5
,S0(E Workroom; Board of Ad mi nil!
D m
£
aS()(K Workroom; and Senate al 7 p.m.^0* *30 pV

0DAY. MAY 10
Tonight is the third showing for "Tarinff •.
,ast. The play begins at 8 p.m Don-, k . ' with '"morrow „•

<»«"

5*

L

""":; e

Tonightss Campus
the
Tonight
campus Movie is -prlete a„ .
n/l
•»_
"
Vlattheau and Carol Burnett. Showings' are I f' s'arnng Walter
and 9 P m
College Center Coffee Shop. Admisison is 7/
in lu
(
the
The OCE Tennis team will

ssss.1"*•— ik——
r~ ^sssn2-."~
A-Was*
ssr3 p m -,he
The OCE Track team wil also be in En

„

"

""*«"*»««• a,,c*g,c,„:
There is a dance tonight in the OPE Gvm c
Butler Enterprises. Be prepared to Rm„ V sP°nsored by Barn.m.

5*" Royal and th, Dukes o'fOiP-SBR'^ and Rock ft.Ho
r°m 9 Unt" midnight, for justice
tbin dollar. Rock on!

I

sATUROAY,

MAY 11

Today is MOM S DAY at OCE. Pians for ,h

demonstratons, and the play "Tartuffe," which wf..^ include 'ours
1,1 be r«nning its last
performance tonight at 8 p.m.
The Evergreen Conference Track Mmi „ ,
8 l°day in E,,e"sburg, and the OCE baseball team plays Easteln'"^
p yS Eastern Oregon in LaGrande
a. Ill a.m.
SUNDAY, MAY 12

The OCE Student Art Show onon*
2 to 4 p.m. in Campbell Hall Call*
.hrough
Irom Oos""
«""
Day.
g.
Jnd

artists from

MONDAY, MAY 13
The OCE Concert Choir will present a
Auditorium at 8 p.m. tonight.

,8

recePtion

for the
wij

Tb«E.hlh*

"gram in the Music Hall
Mom's Day will be held this

TUESDAY, MAY 14
Today's Science-Math Seminar will be bv Tom it .
erte- on "The
Scientific Reception Of Dr. Immanuel Velik
i,
S
Seminar will be at noon in NS 103 SacklunVho
'959"'974-" The
hCS may be brought, coffee
and donuts will be available
The OCE Tennis team will meet Lewis *, r-i„ . .

yt i:

Portland today for its last match of the season

!i

The OCE Women's Softball team meois n™,,
o,
p.m., their last game before the State Tourna
^0" e
All Collecto members and pledges please attend tu
evening at 6;45 p.m. in the Willamette Room of the College

°

various

P'm' in

thiS

WEDNESDAY, MAY 15

INTERCOLLEGE KNIGHTS
PRESENTS
?

1

HAROLD'S
"Dry Night'r>i
v

CLUB

!

11

Friday Night

I

May 17, 1974

i
•v>v

M

8 - 12 P.M.

College Center Coffee Shop
'Put the odds in your favor for only $1.50"

m
B

Prizes - Games - Gambling
Food - "Mixed Drinks" - Entertainment

May 9, 1974

Featuring
RIVERGATE

aimed

at

Free coffee and donuts will
open the day at 9:00 in the College
Center. The mothers will be of
ficially greeted by Ronda Metf u C r * b e Pacific Room. Also in
the Pacific Room will be the
speaker for the day Mrs
Leonard Rice. The rest of the
morning will be spent in MomsClub or Dads' Club meetings.

VVo,;kroom-

Wi" be 3

events

acquainting Moms with some
parts ol our campus life.

today at 4

sneak preview of thrEx^^'pU^emaUon11 ^ C0"Cert
See you next week!

be from Lipmans and modeled by

Ua
W th activities
Mav'l?
ay H. rl
TheHday ' will be full on
of OCE students and faculty. Jack

Mom's club will hold election of
officers. These two clubs provide
funds for several scholarships
besides doing other worthwhile
projects for the OCE students in
general.
• ^ l?:0° everyone will reunite
in the Pacific Room for a No-Host
uncheon and fashion show. The
lunch will be catered by The Mill
in
Dallas.
Fashions
will
i
i
i

APTS.

i
(independence, furnished l|
|bedroom redecorated apart-•
ments, extra clean, extra nice. ™
Near town with carpet and I
(parking stall, electricity, (
• water, garbage paid. Must be|
seen to be appreciated. $95.
• May call collect, 363-1079.
(

I

I

(

i scan's
363-45*
147 Commercial SE,

"Your Bicycle
Headquarters'

/

Morton will be on hand to add his
opinions to those of the commen ta tor.
The afternoon will be spent in
campus tours and interest
sessions. A highlight of the af
ternoon will be music and drama
presentations by the OCE select
singers and the cast of Tartuffe
The mothers will also have an
opportunity to view Tartuffe in

it's entirety during the evening
performance in the OCE Little
Theatre.
Invitations to Mom's Day are
sent out by student request.
Usually between 1300 and 1800
invitations are sent out and
between 200 and 400 mothers
show up. Many times entire
families come down to spend the
day and be together on Sunday,
Mothers' Day.

SA positions filled
Associate Dean of Students
Mrs. Everett Griffith announced
yesterday the positions of Student
Assistant for 1974-75 in the
Residence Halls at OCE. The ten
positions will be filled by students
ranging from the sophomore to
the graduate level. The Student
Assistants are hired for the full
nine months of the school year,
and become members of the
student personnel staff.
Rocky Sagers, currently a
junior, and Randy LaFollett, a
sophomore will fill the two
positions at Butler Hall, while
junior JoAne Schwyhart and
sophomore Debbie Mitchell will
be in Gentle Hall.
At Barnum graduate student
Mike Saito and sophomore Judy
Lorenz will fill the openings in the
co-ed dorm. In Landers Hall
sophomore Betty Steiner, fresh
man Lily Driskill, grad student
Russell Branson and junior
Robert Schneider will be hired

First alternate for the men was
Steve Penny, a junior. For the
women the first alternate choice
was freshman Cindy Allen, with
senior Jannece Stanley as second
alternate.
The new Student Assistants will
go through a brief training period
in communication skills and
counseling during the remainder
of spring term and will again
have a period of training prior to
New Student Week next fall.

Fee reduced
OCE students will get a break
in the pocketbook next fall when
the Student Deposit will be
reduced from $25 to $15. The
reduction
was
announced
Tuesday by John Sparks,
Director of Business Affairs.
Mr. Sparks commented that
the $25 level was set last year to
try and establish a level of
funding that would be adequate.
After two years they have
discovered that the school can
still operate a good program at
the $15 level.
The Administration also an
nounced that it plans to continue
the deferred tuition program
through Summer Session 1974
and the regular school year 197475. Mr. Sparks attributed this to
the "exceptional payment record
of OCE students.
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Equal rights ammendment controversial subject
by CECILIA STILES

Hampshire and
Delaware
followed suit within days, star
ting a trend that led to
ratification by 38 states by March
15, 1973, only 10 short of the
number needed by March, 1979
to approve the amendment.
Suddenly in 1973 however,
publicity began to turn against
the amendment, mostly due to
the initial efforts of Mrs. Phyllis
Schlafly, founder of the Stop ERA
movement. States who had
approved the bill began to
reconsider their decisions.
Nebraska recently rescinded its
ratification, despite the fact that
no one seems certain whether
such an action is legal.- States
which had seemed to be on the
verge of ratification suddenly
either voted against the amend
ment or voted to delay action.
Due to the fact that the
amendment has six years in
which to be approved before it is
dropped, anything could happen.
States could follow the example
of Nebraska. Other states who
formerly defeated -ERA could
reconsider their moves and

decide to ratify after all. Another
important factor will be those
It began as a short 24 word
states who have to date stalled
article: "Equality of rights under
action on ERA. Their votes will
the law shall not be denied or
be decisive.
abridged by the United States or
Why should such a short and
by any State on account of sex."
seemingly straightforward bill
This article, which came to be
cause so much controversy, and
known as the Equal Rights
why was the opposition slow in
Amendment
(ERA)
then
making itself heard? Apparently
ballooned into one of the hottest
this is due to the fact that few
issues on the legislatuve scene
people originally realized the
today.
implications of the bill, and are
The proposed 27th amendment
only now considering the possible
to the United States Constitution,
consequences of ratification.
approved by the legislature
The impact of the amendment
during March 1972, was not a new
would depend almost entirely
idea. Since 1923, shortly after
upon the interpretation of ERA
women gained suffrage, such
by the courts of this nation.
amendments
have
faced
Different interpretations could
Congress, yet were seldom taken
have a large influence on the
seriously. It seemed as if women
position of not only women, but
had at last achieved their goal,
men as well.
and the required three fourths
The status of women in relation
ratification (38 states) seemed
to the armed forces seems to be
inevitable in late 1972.
one of the most frequently
Hawaii became the first state
discussed questions. Most
to approve the article, taking
epxerts on constitutional law feel
action only 32 minutes after the
ERA will make women eligible
Senate passed the amendment.
for the draft, if it were reinstated,
Iowa, Idaho, Nebraska, New
and women would have to be
accepted for enlistment on the
same terms as men. The question
which cannot be answered at this
time is whether they would be
subject for combat duty, from
"....as in the past years the en Serving as judge for the students' which women are now barred bv
y
thusiasm of the teachers and the visual aide exhibits was Denis regulation.
ERA would probably result in
enterprise of the students was Moran.
married women serving in the
infectious." Denis Moran
military receiving the same
This year, the students
Over 160 students and their presentations covered a variety benefits for their families as
teachers, from as far away as of topics: The Incidence and married military men now
Lake Oswego and Roseburg, Location of Crime in Roseburg, receive.
ERA could potentially affect
attended the 9th Annual Congress Field Burning in the Midof the Oregon Association of Willamette Valley, the Effect of the marriage relationship by
Geographers, which was held at Eugene Mall on Down-Town making the minimum age for
OCE, Saturday, April 27.
Eugene,
A
Geographic marriage uniform for both sexes
For the last three years the Examination of Child Abuse in and by making it easier for a man
Congress has been sponsored by Oregon, Location and Intensity to take his wife's name at
OCE. OCE was chosen as sponsor of Accidents (Lake Oswego) and marriage.
Divorce practices could also be
because of its reputation in Distribution of Hospitals in the
affected by ERA. Husbands alone
Geographic Education, at both Roseburg Area.
would no longer be responsible
the state and national level and
Through such presentations
because its facilities for students show practical use of for alimony and child support,
presenting the Congress are knowledge and geographic but^the partner with the greatest
second to no institution in the techniques learned in formal
Willamette Valley.
classes. Many of the students'
Essentially a grouping of high teachers were former OCE
school and junior high teachers of students.
geography, (and teachers in
Geographers and those in
other areas of the social scien terested in geography are
ces) OAG holds two annual welcomed members into the
meetings for its members; one in Oregon
Association
of
the fall and the other, a congress Geographers (OAG). Mem
m the spring.
bership, however, is not a
requirement for attendance at
The spring meeting provides the two annual meetings of OAG.
opportunities for the students of
Teachers are welcomed to ob
these teachers to present written
serve and to bring student ob
papers, oral reports, and visual servers.
displays to the congress. The
The next meeting of OAG will
quality of the presentations is
excellent and reflects a year's be held fall quarter at Lake
preparation for the congress. Bv Oswego High school. "It is hoped
way 0f follow up the best that the tenth annual conference
presentations are published in will also be held at OCE," said
the Oregon Association of Denis Moran, "and we would
urge all prospective social
Geographer's annual journal.
studies teachers to seriously
g
nAp" , ^liaisons between
OAG and OCE were Professor, consider participating in that
which is held in the spring
Denis Moran and Dr. Paul event
term of each year."
Griffin. Dr. Griffm welcomed the
For further information constudents to the campus and
c
Denis Moran, or Dr. Paul
emphasized OCE's traditional ^ .t.
ntfin,
Social Science Depart
role in geography education. ment, OCE.
y

financial capability would be
responsible. A wife refusing to
reside in her husband's legal
residence could possibly no
longer be divorced on those
grounds, for she would have the
right to set up her own legal
household.
Changes can also be predicted
in the field of employment. A
larger variety of jobs would be
opened to women, and equal pay
and promotion rights would have
to be enforced. Special facilities
at work for women, such as
special rest areas, would have to
be expanded to include equal
facilities for males.

fall under the constitutional right
of privacy established in 1965 by
the Supreme Court, and sex
segregation would probably be
allowed in such cases.
Although Oregon has already
ratified the amendment, the
controversy will continue to rage
across the nation this year.
Perhaps the most difficult part of
the bill is that supporters of ERA,
and supporters of Mrs. Schlafly
who wish maintain the status
quo, are both working with
speculation. At this point in time
there is no way of knowing
exactly what the bill will involve.
The anti-ERA pressure groups
seem to be at a slight disad
In the field of athletics, women vantage, because they must keep
who were skilled might have to be up their front to stall action for
allowed to compete in in- six years, while the pro-ERA
terscholastic sports with males. groups are already on third base.
Some have speculated that The Stop ERA supports have one
college dormitories, public thing in their favor, however:
restrooms,
prisons,
army should their efforts fail they will
barracks, and school locker have a two year reprieve between
rooms might have to be in the time the 38 state ratification
tegrated if ERA were to pass. is official and the time the
This would , however, apparently amendment goes into effect

Geographers assemble

There's no

SUMMER IMPORTS
T-SHIRTS

Z-CN-44

BIKINIS
PANTS
(school)

OPEN nwty
10:30A.M. TO;6:OOP.M. £ECATeDNc*'

(month)

250 COURT

(year)"

(degree)
(year)

Salem
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"Untitled," a serigraph by Carol A. Jansen.

Sally Judd, Portland gallerv-owneti^^^^^''®®
Monday. She narrowed the field of 155 entrie.f?

the

student show

<50 awards will be given at

OpCllg

Stage band plays
Wed. lawn concert

The final home concert of the
year will be presented by the
Oregon College of Education
Stage Band as a "Twilight
Concert" on the Music Hall lawn
at 6:45 p.m. Wednesday.
The concert will be, in part a
"sneak preview" of some of the
music to be played by the band
when it performs at Spokane's
Expo '74, on May 28.
The program will feature
selections written and arranged
for the "big bands" of
past
"* the poai

rWarW
decades

and
Mlenn

the

present

MiUer'

Budd
Rioh a"^
Rich
and Maynard Ferguson. y
Also on the program will be
selections arranged by Steve
6"' 3 ^ member
w
?oseuh?e 18 in Sandy, and
Steve Hodges, a former member
ot the band and recent OCE
graduate now teaching at Dufur.
The concert will be open to the
public without charge. In event of
rain, it will be held in the Pacific
noon of the College Center
Room

ET

D & M BAKESHOPPEI
Main Street - Monmouth
(Located in Webster's Thriftway)

This Week's
Specials!

Mother's Day Cake
$3.95

Custard Filled Bismarks
5 / $1.00
Reg.22 cents each
Assorted Cookie Boxes
$1.39
(Specials Expire May 15, 1974)

Stop In For The BEST
In FRESH Bakery Goods
^a083sx*SS3SSS3S3O63836S£*se**x*jaBasss3S3«^^
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Sunday
y pu£llc reception for the arIfFdn °pen.the °regon College
o' Educations annual Student
Art Show m Campbell Hall
Gallery 107 Sunday, May 12.
Awards will be given winners
of the juried exhibit at the 2 to 4
p.m. reception. More than 300
entries in the show, works done
uring the past year, were
juried by Sally Judd of Portland's
Judd Gallery. Those considered
the best will be on display in the
Campbell Hall Gallery through
Award winners will be honored
at the reception. No charge is
made at Gallery 107. It is open to
the public from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m
Monday through Friday. Tours at
other times may be made at other
times by appointment.

Pentacle
by KENN LEHTO

Tomorrow night Pentacle
Theatre is opening a new
musical-comedy, "I Do! I Do!" It
will be running from May 10
through 25, with a breather on
Wednesday, May 22. The musical
is based on a 1953 production by
Jan DeHartog titled, "The FourPoster", later made into a movie,
and then this version as a
Broadway musical opening in
1966.
Written by Tom Jones and
Harvey Schmidt, it starred
Robert Preston as He, and Mary
Martin as She. The entire
production takes place in their
bedroom, around their fourposter bed. The play traces their
marriage from their wedding day
in 1910, to the day in 1950 when
they move from their home.
During the performance
neither He nor She leave the
stage, as all Costume changes
are done on stage, but behind
screens. This way the play
maintains a G-rating so the whole

'Melamorphisis," a painting by Tony Zandol.

musical-comedy
has
family can enjoy an evening of
good entertainment. If twentytwo songs doesn't keep the cast of
two busy enough, She has twelve
costume changes, and He has
nine. All the costumes are
original and their style reflects
the period they represent.
Cast as She, the one and only
female role, is Nancy Cooney.
This is Ms Cooney's third year
with Pentacle Theatre and her
fifth show. A housewife with
three children, Ms. Cooney
played her first lead in "I
Remember Mama", and has also
been seen in "Cabaret", "Lady
from Maxim" and "The Price."
Cast as He, the one and only
male role, is Steve Oakey. This is
Steve's first performance at
Pentacle Theatre and fourth
show in his career. Earlier
performances, with Willamette
University are "Celebration",
"Man of LaMancha", and "ie
Fledermaus". Steve is presently
a senior at Willamette majoring
in German.
Directing "I Do! I Do!" is Tom
Ulmer, a senior at OCE, and a

familiar face on stages around
the valley. Tom has been with
Pentacle Theatre for ten years,
beginning at the tender age of
twelve with "Life with Father."
His best known performances
were as Snoopy in "You're a
Good Man Charlie Brown," and
as Herr Schultz in "Cabaret." He
also played Pseudolous in OCE's
production of "A Funny Thing
Happened on the Way to the
Forum.' This makes Tom's 39th
stage effort, his third career
directorship, his first at Pentacle
Theatre.
A thirteen piece orchestra will
accompany the cast. OCE senior,
Bob Mecalus, will direct the
musicians, most of whom are
OCE music students.
.1 ,D°! * Do-'" has all the
potential of being a great theatre
experience, no matter how you
look at it. With this the 20th
Anniversary Season of the Pen
tacle Theatre, I would like to wish
the cast and crew good luck. They
shouldn't need much to make it a
success.
Page 7
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Entertainment editor:
disappearing duo

Hello. This warm spring week Jeremy disappeared
after his other-wordly friend ran off. She claimed to
iiave other engagements until early summer, but j'$
attachment for her left havoc around here. After leavina
me a Top Ten list, he tore my office apart, looking for
some trace of her, then made himself just as scarce I
bet his loyalty to this place will bring him back next
issue. On campus, see Tartuffe this week and (beginninq
Sunday) the Student Art Show, CH Gallery 107. Until ou?
minds meet again/ have a nice day.
- Dan Tompkins

Stuff's story
by VALLI CAMP
fripSlalria Atuff' "lled Noser by her family and
son H Stiiff i'"1 h .pl?C'dJ'ttle town called Ashes. Her
1 11'
"I+he Vacancy Motel along the dusty
desert highway, where he could race motorcycles
without disturbing the townspeople. This worried Noser,
foo^sh^Sh^t^thought that racing was dangerous and
foolish. She tried to convince her son to abandon his
SPh cT «
? 3 '°b at Mr" Monsoon's hardware store
S
mUCh time racing +ha+ he be an
acauire-22!fnn
acquire a shaggy °appearance. He wore old levi's9and toa

Mhirt. with a pack of Kool's rolled up In the slwve
Whenever his mother told him that the people of Ashes
and Prlan^Hb^UlH]SS'°Venly aPPearancePhe°aughed
W3S n0t tryin9 t0 make an Ash of
hfmselt
day

a

motorcycle gang, called the "Gypsy

InZ'r' PP'y io°ker° ™bab"edtte'Tow^

lefdL*

coM

»crSs7he deeser'trtCerraKinSwhrereHno

V\hat can your hand be doing thorp"*" cave n •
.
tries to seduce her. Moliere's classic TARTUFFEwili^ltheWS)

Fn,gb,0ni)

hC' son' and H' S,u,f h°PPed on
his 'mac'hTne^nd'
riddTh inrB„" Can/on" PUrSUit °' ^^ Wh0
Realizing that there was no exit in the canyon the
oker surrendered to H. Stuff and they both rode back to

3S Tartuffe <f)cnnis

Tartuffe runs through May 11;
hypocrisy & humor in action
Oregon College of Education
presents Moliere's Tartuffe as
it s spring production on May 9,
10. 11 at 8:15 p.m. This French
classic centers around religious
hypocrisy and offers enter
tainment as well as insight.
The play is being directed by
Richard Davis who has also
designed the seventeenth century
costumes. Dr. Mien Adams has
designed the set and lights. Both
costumes and set have been done
in black and white to illustrate
the extremes of human thought
with gray for the moderates
Disgusted by the religious
laxness that surrounds him
Orgon (Ed Classen) seeks and
finds a man who has devoted his
life to following the true religious
path^ Orgon brings this man into
his house to live, hoping his
example will restore religious
fervor to his family.
_Soon, the name of Tartuffe
ennis Engblom) occupies
every family members thoughtsgen thinks him a true saint, his
mother sees him as a shining
religious example, and Orgon's
wife son, daughter, brother and
maid know him for what he is -- a
true religious hypocrite.
Tartuffe eats more than
anyone, sleeps more than
anyone, condemns the family for
not having "true religion" and
plays up to Orgon, pretending to
be devoted only to the higher life
and scorning - verbally - all
wordly goods.
t«n Sn he fai?ily tries and tr»es to
tell Orgon that he is being taken
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in by a fraud, Orgon refuses and
refuses to listen, and claims the
family is falsely accusing a good
and true man.
Orgon's wife, Elmire (Jan
Matthews) is the object of Tartuffe s more earthly passion
(even though Tartuffe has
promised to wed Orgon's
daughter, Mariane). In the
classic seduction scene of this
French comedy , Orgon wit
nesses first-hand Tartuffe's
hypocrisy. As he is about to kick
the fraud out 0f his house, he
realizes that in his earlier exhe had given
all^
h"1' property.
ail ol his

Tartuffe

ttiftenP l°°k h°Pe'ess as Tark!fk the family
iut
of hifh
"S l°and
out of
his house
have Orgon
thrown in jail. But the climax of
the play finds a turn of events
Tartuffe is foiled, Orgon is
restored his property and all ends
humbly and happily.

n'and%PhTvP[omf'i2ehd
the
ker had been a little
wiTd
wiia, and
they forgave him for his'°tricks. He staved in

Mr. Monsoon's ^hardware storf'H 'stuff
7^1? !"
rk
n
b
kes
th
s^oo^h 7
°
^
is' time w?th Noser'?
181
and she agreed raThir V" .' b'ke 00 Mother's Day,
W8S Va''d 6Very time
she joined him in a race'"
Moral: Harley Har Har.
D*k
Meyer "nTp^,aB?„h,„,C,°hnCert
and Hank William!
• songs of Leadbelly

,. ,artuffe is a classic comedy
endured for 300 years
" ?S,ng any of its human,
theatricality or message, all are
as appropriate today as thev
were in Moliere's own time.

The pair of young lovers,
h n'^u
Valere are played
PaUli a

d Ray FinnelJ

and rnthe flippant
n
"young maid
and

Donne by Nancy Paolo. Orgon's
mother, Madame Pernelle is
portrayed by Laurie Roberts, her
maid Flipote is played by Kathy
Jernstedt. The brother of Orgon
Cleante and his son, Damis are
played by Jim Gilsdorf and Ken
EST" ^yal is Protrayed by
Mark Wood, with Robert Wiard
(who also doubles as the assistant
director) is the King's Officer
Tickets for Tartuffe, May 9
10, 11 are on sale at Steven's and
Sons in Salem, at the College
Center and at the door. Adults are
?1.75 students $1.25 and children
are $1.00.
"iuien

10 PERCENT OFF

R 'n L Super Drug
170 W. Main
Phone 838-3237

WEEK'S TOP TEN ALBUMS
1
2
3
4
5

6
7

8
9

10

The Sting .
• Soundtrack
Chicago VI I
•Chicago
Greatest Hits
Buddah And The ChorniW+~ d
J°hn Denver
Lhoco,ate Box.. Cat Stevens
Shin in' On ...
Grand Funk
Maria Muldaur
Band On The Run '' Paul M^r *rla Mu,daur
Tubular Bells ....' U' McCartney & Wings
ke O'dfield
Goodbye Yellow Brick Rnan' '
E,ton John
What Were Once vfees
Are Now Habits ..
tl. n ,
The D°obie Brothers

,^?o^OU„PnOnyo9uOr°dN,|rw,0pBreer,
tions at

R

'n |_ Super Drfa

PhaVmPa^?treAFTERS

#°the
S

vour prescription
Pleale.

Coupon

Per

'P~

fl,,ed

Prescription

(Offer Expires May 15, 1974)
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Calendar of comi«..
coming
events
OCE's 1974 Student Art c»—..
MUsir
^
MUSIC

Sunday with a 2-4 p.^ reception^r' opens
recept,0«
Hall Gallery 107.
Campbell

TEXT•.»....

U of O undergraduate printmakorc k

„hib« in ,he OCE Coii/ge

Ruth Million (Piano^ t

(violin) an!

Gallery in S a l e m (600 Mission S E ) thr0
2
J0ne. Reception is Sunday "? fo'-i^Tm
Photographs by Ed Galen a r e a t th*
e
Camerawork Gallery throuoh i ,
Gallery is a t 2255 NW Northrup, Portland.'
Judy Nylin, t a p e s t r y , a n d Mike WaKh
fiber sculpture; a r e o n exhibit a t r
temporary Crafts Gallery through
M°n'
Gallery is at 3934 sw CorbeH Portland 7

OTHER

Finney (i936)

Coliseum Sunday 12 May aJ

S Memorial
8 p m

include? Marce'rMarcpgy^"u d°riUm even,s
> ^0'
" May a!
de StorV' Thursday i
May at 8 p.m.
6

Howard
K SSm!th }(\9Wan'd6h'phda,e°'
.
Day." Remember yours^n44m?er Mama
be9i"5
Police Week. Give 'em a smite.

Martfn"Lather Ki^nyW)'116

"The Conversation" is a t Cinema
21st & Hoyt, Portland.

21' N w

Florida 6,1 ''na

,,in9 a suntan will
make your skin
thicker and hornier.

'vou^^'t^in m"!k '°
of
smells.

"The Sting" is a t the Whiteside, 361 SW
Madison, Corvallis.

es^dijse ^tr s h o w -" : 3 <'

p.roi1

theatre

i0Hr iSOn

FMtwstlwXTap m
Sunday at 10 p.m

3

KORI FM 105

FOCUSFr S,!re° 102

'Portland)
'3. 14 is Ma7?s:se9absSi.7r7 3f0t> 'i5t ,or »•
Carly Simon! Thl Band a4d Ber.0i:L A4h.n'
n

"I DO! I DO!" is at the Pentacle in Salem
ba,em
through 25 May
'scat OCE's Little Theatre
tonight through Saturday. Curtain is at 8 15
and tickets are in the College Center Office
e
or at the door.

week is Ga^ndha'rva" by^Beaver(fif k°^ USe
^
SUNDAY NIGHT SPECIAl nJ Jft? '
week is a Ronee Blakley ConceN d0' 'hiS
T»I

TELEVISION
Thursday: 9 11 p.m. on Ch 2 „K
and "The Streets of San Francisco " n m
on Ch 2, "Play It Again Bogie: A Tribute To
0
Humphrey Bogart."
Friday: 11 30 p . m on Ch. 2, " C a l i f o r n i a
Jam: Eight Top Rock Acts "
Saturday: 8 30 p.m. on Ch. 2, " | S n ' t it
Shocking," , 1 3 0 on Ch. 2, "Sinister
Cinema," M.dnight on Ch
12
"ThI
Incredible Shrinking Man "
Sunday: 9 p . m
n
N
E
T
.
"
U
p
s
t
airs
0

nadirs,

Don't forget to watch Tom Snyder after
NBC's T o n i g h t s h o w M o n d a y t h r o u g h
Thursday a t 1 a . m . with Tomorrow.

Wa,er' bt" be,ore
how a wet horse

alMhtw^^^be^
ecause ^
drink.
he had too much to

RADIO

Theatre

"The Sting" picture of the vear
drawing 1,000 a night, is in its 14th week a t at
the Elsinore in S a l e m

long string beans in

th°f

"Blazing Saddles" is in its 2nd week a t th Q
Varsity, 115 SW 2nd, Corvallis.

"Serpico" is in its 2nd week at t h e Canitm
Theatre in Salem.
Capitol

36 inch

3-Sb^Sg^"?;
greet their
z/ * *-• i vj i y , Wards ,hem a
high lumping
them °
nd
lumping over
over them

"American Graffiti" is in its 3rd week at
the State Theatre, 219 SW 3rd, Corvallis.

Ma"

"SETrrss'Er1"*"
coCwut^atdy^Vthe'tnornfng1'* bV 3 'a"in9
" 'S

905511)16

easy

»o ge. buliertiies drunk,

"b'y'readfng Tote, paper'

his^beashahty5 °'
Your
iokes.

ma"

* 0nly deeded by

average caveman probably

For Dial A Joke, call
Portland 221 9950,
daily!

preservation
act
PRESERVATfONACT,

The Kinks
RCA
by GREG FISHWICK
If you buy albums because thev
ca^rp" lnoffensive beat and they
can remain in the background
while you study, you'd be wasting

your money
on this
one. And
And if
your
money on
this one.
you still identify the Kinks with
You Really Got Me" and "You
eep Me Waiting/' or even
Victoria" and "Lola," you've
missed quite a lot in their
development. The group obviously has the ability to produce
commercial gigs, but apparently
they would rather tell us
something
than
sell
us
something.
The past two years have seen
short periods of splits and even
shorter periods of production for
the Kinks. The turmoil turns up in
The past two years have seen
short periods of splits and even
shorter periods of production for
the Kinks. The turmoil turns up in
some minor musical rough spots
not found in their past work, but
it s less than could be expected
from the sudden assimilation of
nine new members. Preservation
Act 1 is the Kinks sixth con
secutive concept album - or, if
you prefer, rock opera. In subtle
contrast to the previous five,
however, this one deals with
people as forces in societal

PARAMOUNT PICTURES prr^nu
A BHE FILM
Th«

250 Main

Independence

FRANCO ZEFFIRELLI

838-1554

Production of

ACTION THEATRE
16 mm Feature

• Magazines

• Novelties
Adults Only
175 N. C o m m e r c i a l

rJL'iJ cupsd"red cooked beef (or chicken, turkey, lamb)
saU water"hrMi'ii 0VtT medjum heat until golden brown. Add
S0^auce- Cnver; simmer for 20
mlres AdS r^ °nfCUbe
minu esmnrP iff
'"gredients. Cover tightly and simmer 10
m nutes more (it may be necessary to add a little more water)
All water should be absorbed at end of cooWng Ume ^f no '
remove cover and allow liquid to evaporate
'
Crazy Crust Apple Pie
_
by Tom's Mom
t
1 cup flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
xi teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon sugar
1 egg
2 3 cup shortening
:{i cup water
1 can apple pie filling (1 pound, 5 ounce
l tablespoon lemon juice
„ l2 teaspoon cinnamon
• Combine (lour, baking powder, salt, sugar, egg, shortenine and
mix we|J W|th mixer. Pour batter into nine inch pie pan
• p
ne
jU'Ce 3nd Spice; pour int0 center of
• bXr' |)le,Not
J . M,x! Bakeat
J,
425 degrees for 40-50minutes.

ine Kinks work with society & chanee

Kent's Jewelers

•Books

*

an Tompkins, Entertainment Editor.)
Chinese Beef and Rice
by Carol Kellogg
(2 generous servings)
0 0
2 3 cup rice
2 tablespoons vegetable oil
1V2 teaspoons salt
ll2 cups water
1 bouillon cube
2 teaspoons soy sauce
1 medium onion, chopped
2 stalks celery, chopped
1 green pepper, chopped

jrr. |

""SEIKO
lUITHtriC
ALARM
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if

21 MVA/

"The Three Musketeers" js at thQ
Eastgate Tri Cinema, 82nd A v e
n ontf
Division, Portland.
"

Downstairs."

of

'bey vyigtrednth'eitStarsemoh4ir S° eaSMy

"The Scarlet Claw" is a t The AAnwio i_,
1220 SW Taylor, Portland.
House,

^Lancaster

bir,hda,e

FOR WHAT IT 'S WORTH

"Pete n Tillie," starring Walter Matin*,
and Carol Burnett, is in the Coffee sh™
P
Friday night at 7 &9cost is 75c.

Have pot will travel

recipes isslHI Thnrf^ 3 f3'" dish and dessert- My supply of
,hda,e
Berlin nssaV 'phi! Siiv* 5biC
Irving
<,9,2) and Doug . £*week. YouhS.^'^SS^^tfS
McClure (1935)

FILMS

in S a t e m * " *

bir*hdate of Albert
an^ n=!!)5L rthdate
ancho Gonzales (1928).

364-0792
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ROMEO

•rJULIET

jl TfCHKICOlOR*

A PARAMOUNT PICTOAf

RIO THEATRE
508 Mill St. - Dallas
Ph. 623-3846

May 10-11
Box office opens 7 p.m.
May 12 Special
Mother's Day Matinee
Box office opens 1:30
Families -$2.00
Above 12 - $1.00
Under 12 - $.50

J

change. The earlier efforts
treated people primarily as
pawns in society, being changed
by it (through those in power),
but unable to change it them
selves. Here, the Kinks tell us
why we can't affect change because we hold ourselves hack*
With the nostalgia craze in full
swing, this album is a timely
message dealing with the results
of attempting to preserve, rather
than perfect, society.
The symbolic characters in the
play are: The Chorus (general
public), The Tramp (acceptable
escapist), Working, Middle and
Upper Class Men (themselves),
Johnny Thunder (unacceptable
escapist), The Vicar (tradition
and custom), Mr. Black
(politician) and Flash and his
Cronies (power elite).
The Working, Middle and
Upper Class Men foresee a
revolution, which they hope
would bring improvenment, but
the moevment subsides and
The Tramp wonders: "Where are
ail the angry young men now?
Barstow
and
Osborne,
Waterhouse and Sillitoe, where
on earth did they all go? And
where are all the protest songs?
Yes, where have all the angry
young men gone?"
But life goes on as before, and
Johnny Thunder survives by
living in the past, refusing to
accept change: "Old Johnny
Thunder looks a little overweight,
and his sideburns are turning
grey. But he still likes to bebop,
boogie and jive to his worn out
seventy-eights.... He's one of the
survivors, twelve bars flowing
through his brain. Jerry Lee
Lewis, Dion and the Belmonts,
Johnny and the Hurricanes,
Johnny and Hurricanes."
The Vicar explains that life is
like a game of cricket, but The

Chorus retorts: "Money and
corruption are ruining the land,
crooked politicians betray the
working man, pocketing the
profits and treating us like sheep.
And we're tired of hearing
promises we know they'll never
keep."
Just then Mr. Black arrives
upon the scene, apparently an
swering the people's plea: "I
visualize a day when people will
be free, and we'll be living in a
new society. No class distinction,
no slums or poverty."
All too soon, however, the
power elite takes over and the
people lament: "Once we'loved
and trusted him, now his thugs
and bullies make us live in sin.
They suppress us, oppress us,
molest us, possess us. .. There's
no way that you can win, you
must obey his every whim or else
he's going to do you in. Here
comes Flash."
Just before all is lost, The
Tramp escapes by refusing to
pursue
false
purposes:
''Everybody says I'm lazy, they
all tell me get a job you slob. I'd
rather be a hobo walking 'round
with nothing than a rich man
scared of losing all he's got....
Everybody thinks I'm crazy, and
everybody thinks I'm dumb. But
when I see the people shouting at
each other, I'd rather be an out of
work bum."
Finally
obliterating
the
people's hope to control change,
Flash and his Cronies replace all
the village cottages with apart
ment complexes: "It's time to
make some money, it's time to.
get rich quick. It's the wonderful
world of capitalism... It's my
faith and my religion, demolition,
demolition, demolition."
This is a story told in songs,
with words and music by Hay
Davies. It should be listened to.

STEVE'S FIVE & DIME TERM PAPERS
1123 Broadway Suite 203
N.Y., N.Y. 10010
<212)675-4849
Term papers & thesis from 90c pa ge
Mon Sat. —10:30 - 4:00
Campus Jobs Available
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EWSC sweeps Wolves
by TED GRIMSRUD
The chance is gone. The OCE
baseball team's hopes for the
Evergreen title vanished with
three straight losses to Eastern
Washington last weekend. The
three losses came at a time when
just the opposite was needed.
With league leading Central
Washington losing twice to
Oregon Tech, a three game OCE
sweep would have vaulted the
Wolves into first place in the
EvCo. Instead the Wolves are in
fourth with a 5-4 mark.
The first game of the series set
the tone. The Eagles won 8 to 7 in
11 innings. OCE out hit EWSC 11
to 8, but the Wolves also out
errored the Eagles by a 7-2
margin. Even with all of those
errors, OCE had a prime chance
to win the game in the last of the
ninth. Bob Lindow's infield single
scored Greg Smith to tie the score
at 7-7 with two out. Then catcher
Don Tomlin hit a short roller
down the third baseline which
probably would have been a hit
for about any other OCE player.
But Tomlin was thrown out by a
step and the game went into extra
innings.
In the 11th, Eastern scored the
game winning run when John
O'Connor singled and, with two
out, scored on
Mike Hare's
double. The Wolves got two
runners on in the last of the 11th
but they were stranded.
The main offense for OCE
came from Dave Jepsen and
Denny Miller, each with three
hits. Doug Carl went the distance
for OCE and was charged with
the loss.
The second game of the series
was Saturday morning. EWSC

jumped on OCE freshman pitcher
Mark Carnathan, and opened up
a 7-2 lead by the fifth inning,
largely helped by two home runs
by Steve Farrington, a solo shot
in the fourth and a three run blast
in the fifth. The Wolves made the
score respectable in the sixth
with a three run rally capped by
Dave Jepsen's two run triple.
For the second time in the
series, OCE lost in extra innings,
this time 6-3 in 10 innings. Jim
Dillingham pitched well for 6 2, 3
innings, as OCE held- a 3-1 lead
with two outs in the top of the
seventh, the last inning of the

game. But Mike Hare came
through for EWSC again as he
blasted a two run homerun to
send the game into extra innings.
Eastern scored the winning
runs, in the 10th without the
benefit of a hit. Walks and two
OCE errors turned the trick and
gave Eastern the sweep.
The Wolves played a makeup
game with Portland State
Wednesday and conclude their
season with a three game road
trip to Eastern Oregon this
weekend. OCE is 5-4 in EvCo play
and 5-10 overall.

"Central Washington has to be
favored,'' states OCE coach Bob
McCullough.
"Western
Washington, Southern Oregon,
and OCE should be in the battle
for second. In spite of our losing
Lucht, we should still score well.

:

EvCo track meet looms
for OCE athletes

••• •

'

The best way to describe experience for us to get up there
Eastern Washington State's and compete against them."
track team is (expletive deleted).
Spinas was notably disap
They earned that honor by pointed after the Pack's per
capturing eight first places out of formance. However he pointed
18 events in their Invitational out that there were seven lifetime
track meet last Friday, and bests among the 17 athletes who
virtually became the favorites to made the trip, in addition to a
win the Evergreen Conference seasonal best of 3:17.0 in the mile
track title this weekend at relay and a 162-8 hammer throw
Central Washington. The team
by Greg Schukart. Schukart's
from Cheney captured the 440 throw ranks him number one in
relay, mile, open 440, shot pui, the nation among small colleges.
javelin, intermediate hurdles
Besides finding himself in the
pole vault and mile relay, and top spot in the hammer, senior
although the meet was non- Greg Schukart also grabbed a
scoring they would have easily second place in the discus with a
outdistanced all of the other eight toss of 148-8. Had he been entered
schools there had a score been
in the mavelin he assuredly
kept.
would have been among the top
"All season long we've heard
three there as 219-3 was the
about the awesome power of
winning mark. Schukart has a
Eastern Washington," said Don seasonal best of 219-6.
Spinas, head track and field
Middle distance runners Bob
coach at OCE. "So it was a good
Schneider, Dale Barker and Tony
Bass all streaked to lifetime bests
in the 880 with times of 1:55.2,
1:55.8 and 1:55.9. The trio place
Mark Tolan and Mike Metz, our
third, fourth and fifth in the race
two leading scores this year both
won by Whitman's John Keier in
have a chance to score well. And 1:51.9. Keier is the Northwest's
two of our doubles teams should
fastest small college half miler.
do well. Tolan and Metz should
Weightman Rich Grise inched
place high, as should the team of
his way closer to the 160 foot
Maury Douglas and Stan
mark in the discus with a winning
Tamura."
toss of 159-7 in that event. Grise
Taking Lucht's place will be
has been steadily improving all
Bill Edmiston, who will play on
season in the discus, and also
the doubles team with Dave
picked up a second place in the
Place.
shot put with a distance of 51-4,
McCullough expects his team
winning over teammate Lloyd
to be contenders in the District 2
Graves who finished third 2V4
meet. It will be between Lewis &
inches behind Grise.
Clark, Southern Oregon and OCE
Randy Kruse picked up a win in
according to the OCE net boss.
the long jump with a leap of 215V4, while Zeimorr Harris flashed
to a 21.9. win in the 220 and a 9.8
second place finish in the 100.
split in their last two meetings. Senior Roger Wooids grabbed
Dave has shot under 70 in his last second behind Harris in the 220
three matches so he should be and also tied for fourth in the 100
The mile relay team of Harris,
ready."
Woods, Steve Kraal and Mark
Shelton lost to Smethurst Schrepel, aided
by
their
Monday in spite of shooting a fine individual splits of 48.0, 48.1, 49.7
69. Paul Dohrman won his match and 51.2, raced to a second place
Monday 3-0 and Kevin Moen won finish behind EWSC with a
2,2-,2. Jay Spassov and won 2-1 clocking of 3.17.0. Eastern won
and Mark Jacobson tied
just one-half second ahead of the
Fred Berkey and Tom Elliot each Wolves in 3:16.5.
lost 2-1. An eighth OCE player
Rookie Dave Castle, coming off
Bob McClure is picked by an early season injury, turned in
McArthur to also compete in the his fastest mile of the year with a
two championship matches.
time of 4:21.4.

The OCE golf team scored a
significant victory Monday af
ternoon when the Wolves beat
Lewis and Clark in a dual match
HV2 to 9V2. The victory was
important because this year's
NAIA District two match will
involve just the top two District 2
te^ms from the Evergreen
Conference and the top two
District 2 teams from the North
west Conference with the winner
qualifying for the nationals.
Lewis
and
Clark
and
Willamette have qualified from
the NWC already. OCE will
compete in the EvCo meet at
"We've really been improving
Ellensburg, Washington this
at a steady rate," says McAr
weekend to see who the two EvCo
thur. "Hopefully we are ready to
teams will be. According to OCE
peak and make the Conference
coach Bill McArthur, "the likely
and District meet quite ex
teams are OCE and SOC."
citing."
Therefore, the victory over
Lewis and Clark puts the Wolves
in good shape for defending their
District 2 championship. Along
with the top team, the top
individual from District 2 will
qualify for the Nationals.
McArthur feels that his number
one man, sophomore Dave
Shelton has a good shot at that
spot.
Shelton has been playing very
well lately, establishing himself
325 Court Street N E
as a real contender. It will be
phone 585-7600
between him and Bill Smethurst
f
ot L&C, most likely. They have

: 7X ''
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Booters return to action
OCE's soccermen continued
their winning ways, this spring as
they beat Linfield, 3-2 at Mon
mouth May 1.
Abraham Demissie lead the
Wolf kickers with two goals, one
in the first half, and a second half
penalty kick. The other OCE goal
came late in the second half when
Paul Chapin booted one in from
midfield.
In the second half, the Wildcats
evened the score 1-1, and then
took a 2-1 lead on a direct kick by
Larry Allen, their capiain. As the
game neared the end, the Wolves
tied the score once again on
Demissie's penalty kick and
finally won the game with
Chapin's tally, giving the Wolves
their second victory of the spring.
In what was originally intended
as a relaxed practice match, May
4 at Corvallis, turned into a rough

your tobacconist,
Dick Van Horne

game for the Wolves as the
Beavers of Oregon State thrashed
the young OCE club, 6-1. The
purpose of the game was to
introduce several new OCE
players to the game, however,
several members of the OSU
varsity soccer team showed up,
which resulted in OCE's first loss
of the spring.
Scott Nagel scored OCE's lone
goal on a penalty kick early in the
second half to make the score 4-1.
The Beavers scored two more
points and they wrapped up the
game for OSU.
OCE's kickers practice on
Wednesday afternoons from 4-6
p.m. and anyone who is in
terested in playing, especially
this fall in the regular season are
invited to attend the Wednesday
practices.

L&C netters edge Wolves
The OCE women's tennis team
won and lost a pair of tennis
matches in the past week. They
edged Mt. Hood CC last Wed
nesday 5-4 in a match played here
in Monmouth, before falling to
Lewis & Clark Tuesday 4-3.
Against Mt. Hood, the margin
of victory came when OCE won
four out of the six singles mat
ches. Judy Boyd, Linda An
derson, Heidi Hartzell, and Sally
Peyree won. The only doubles
team to win was the team of
Linda Klausner a n d N a n c y
Anderson
Lewis & Clark won two of the
three doubles matches Tuesday,

as the two teams split the four
singles matches. OCE winners in
singles play were Linda An
derson, and Sally Peyree, who
won her match on a forfeit. The
team of Linda Klausner and
Nancy Anderson again accounted
for the lone OCE doubles win.
The Wolves are on the road for
their last two dual matches,
going to Portland State this
afternoon and to Oregon State
next Tuesday. Corvallis will also
be the scene for the season
concluding Northwest Women's
Sports Association meet Mav 17
and 18.

Ccommercial
book /tore. inc.

120 COMMERCIAL STREET N.E. SALEM, OREGON 97301
TELEPHONE 363-3162

Stationery - Office Furniture
Architect and Engineering Supplies

In other track and field action
Rob Allen, a freshman from
Mapleton, scored a season high
6140 points in the decathalon one
aI° last
Tuesday
and
Wednesday in a special decathlon
meet held at
Linfield
n L-miieia.

FREE PARKING . . .

TYPEWRITER
& HI-FI CO.

CALCUIATnj^^i^TFPcnj^Tirr
^!£ISIi2I|^J

fine imported pipes
mail order service

,JljfjjC0MP0NENTS

quality tobacco
blended in our shop
cigarette
tobaccos
-"—VVU3 and
aiiu papers
papers

f

It s always soccer's season, as was shown last weekend when
OCE entertained Linfield and beat the Wildcats 3-2. (photo by Pat
Leutwyler)

Golfers beat L&C
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Netters prep for 'big' meets
The OCE men's tennis team is
getting ready for a strong
showing in the Evergreen Con
ference and NAIA District 2
meets coming up in the next two
weeks. However, the Wolves will
be playing without number one
man, Alex Lucht, who is out for
the season due to illness.

-
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Women second in 8»

meet

by CECILIA STILKS

The momentum of the OCE
omen's track team was halted
, s( weekend when the women
c" their "
Offered
culiei
'irst loss of the
,eason at the hands of the U of 0
?„ the Northwest College
vVomen's Sports Association
Southern Oregon Area Track and
pjeld Meet Saturday in Eugene
After
outstanding
perto
Hcif0rmances a" season long, OCE
sCOred 130 5 points compared to U
0f O's 153. The total captured
cond place for the OCE team
.<
IV1 iI»•> 4 I1
I
'
followed by Mount Hood Com
munity College, 65; OSU. 51.5Central Oregon Community
College. 45; Lane Community
College. 42; Portland State, 24;
soC, 13; and George Fox and
Cewis & Clark, 0.
U of O's performance proved to
be their best ot the season, as
they trucked on to capture seven
first places, lour second places,
and to set three new southern
area meet records.
' ^ a valiant effort to stay
abreast ol the Ducks, OCE
captured three firsts, four
seconds, and broke six school
records and two meet records.
This might have been sufficient
to catapult the women into first if
the other schools had captured a .
• ~~ «CE m„,
880 medley relav Kho ™
higher percentage of the scoring
Southern Area Xiom
\
"We were hoping for some point
Ind S ", , elav tearr> of KTrei^ h e r ^Ts^ B ^ teamS Ust Saturday'
splits by some performers from
and Sandy
r ^ en,ta> Jeannie Zumwalt
^ Herbert
i won
won with
with a
3
other schools which just didn't
Karen, Sue Ritres. .l«a„
" Ume of 49-8- The Mile Relay team o
happen,'' said Coach Jacqueline

The Column
by TED GRIMSRUD
Portland gets the Big Redhead! Basketball fans
through°ut the state rejoiced last Thursday when it was
to playCwith theBp Wtf't0Hn t8S 9°in9 t0 Si9n a contract
contr^t
Portland Trailblazers. Terms of the
Walton wmeran0t specifi*d' b"t it is assumed that
ar°Und 2,5 million dollars for his
services
J"hat

m"d,y V?rbert' Karen Llovd, and
ta Lloyd bettered the old 440
record of 50.2 by clocking in J!

Want ads
FOR SALE: 1969 250cc Yamaha street
motorcycle. Low mileage, helmet
included. S325 or will accept 10 speed
bicycle as part payment. 838 1288, ask
lor Terry.
FOUND: Gray striped cat, male
Inquire at 559 S. Warren, Monmouth
838 2993.
TYPING EMERGENCIES?? Call Carol
838 4274 by 7 45 a.m. or evening
50c page spelling and grammatical
corrections if necessary. Paper
supplied

^^ACHERS WANTFn. c
Midwest anri s
Entire West,

Teacue^ CJcJXCe^Z
erque' NM 87106 Bonded
Licpnt H
28.hY:ar.and Member NATA -Our

£ !h™BTX»ilast place ,eam and a ,eam playmg
that bad
thrriald
wasn't
last year. For about half of
a
hey
were
winnin9 bait of their games and
Lfrf .
'
rndnth<fyhn9aevery0ne tough in Portland- The injuries
hmdranCeSpiled upand Portland faltered, but
Rut +h If' they, stl" showed flashes of potential,
hi
n™ Blazer,s bl9 weakness was the lack of a good
big man who could play the league's top centers head-tohead anc noI come out second best. Walton will provide
them with that kind of a center.
I'm not saying that Walton will turn the Blazers
around singlehandedly, nor am I saying that he will be
a"-mmed,ate all-pro. But he will make a big difference
in the Blazers. He will take an awful lot of pressure off of

W I L L DO: TutoringMth 121, 123 and 311
Reasonable rates Call iLirinri3 c
838 2355
'
>da Spangler

year^old** T"'5 SU—

Frln Dauman at 83?'3022ere"CeS

Ca"

FOR SALE: 1 woman's bike, 26", 3
years old, good shape
l Sears
"Newport" Typewriter Has been used
only once $50.00 Call Leanne
838
5109 after 4 p.m.

•ss^a-tsrssisK
Open evenings. North ol
Swindei Hal,. Phone To"'rap" or" ,or
information, 838 0032. Have a nice day

4J.8. 1 his was also a new school
Lloyd' Sue Riggs.
R e n o , M c C l a r y . a n d Marilvn
Bengtson set a new mile relav
record of 4.16.8, which was also a
new school record as well.
Beth Boehmer set a new school
record in the mile run, smashing
her old record of 5:27.1 with a
new time of 5:20.4. The 400 meter
hurdles school record was broken
si Zumwalt, with a time of
68 2. She also placed second in the
200 meter hurdles, with a time of

J

Karen Lloyd, who placed third
in the 100 yard dash with a time of
11.6, set a new school record in
the preliminaries of 11.4, bet
tering her old time of 11.5.
We knew that we could beat U
ot O easily in small meet
competition, but with all schools
there, the score was bound to be
close. We had to perform well in
all our point securing events; we
did very well in some of these, but
not as good in others," concluded
Coach Rice.

OCE tops PSU

[&SLACK SHACI?
|/1Fashions for the young
young heart.

SWEATERS
c

SUEDE JACKETS
ALL COLORS

IP0RTC0ATS & SLACKS
[379 High St. N.E.I
= 10:00 om-5:30 pm Daily
ay 9, 1974

of money is too much for me to

orTnMRi h
' don'tthink tha+ » is too much to pay
p,°0-Jt wil1 be argued from now until
nexfseasnn 5
the B^irc h°™< dlfference Walton will make with
the Blazers, but I, for one, think that he could be the "

Rice.

Meet records fell to the OCE
women in the 440 yard relay and
the mile relay. Jeannie Zumwalt

amount

u

ornreoacTmate«0nxduefenSe' and he wm take an awful lot
s teammates on offense.
R + D e
0
+
nd
has some very
a
eady
ni;Tv2.-r c !f
2:
basketball
players. Sidney Wicks and Geoff Petrie are two of the
N.B.A'a"d John Johnson and Rich Roberson
are both good ballplayers. With that kind of nucleus, the
fnr +h°n\A? Walton makes Portland a prime contender
tor the Western Division title next year.
The Blazers do need help at the guard position. If they
can get a good guard in the college draft or peVhaps by a
trade or two, they will be solid. The only weakness will
be the lack of experience among the players. But that
will also be a plus in that they will be a very young team
which should be improving all of the time
And one thing is for sure, if the Blazers'are indeed
contenders, then watching a Portland Trail Blazer
basketball game will be as hard as watching a
University of Oregon basketball game.
Another factor in the Blazers favor is the age factor
hurting both Los Angeles and Golden State. Both teams
are pretty much all veteran and both showed definite
signs of weakening this past season.

icn<V'l ttlkin9 aibo^t pro basketball, the 1973-74 season
history yet. Boston and Milwaukee are currently
engaged in the NBA championship series. The Celtics
won a very big game Tuesday at Milwaukee and ius't
may have wrapped up another NBA title in the process
It s too early to count the Bucks out, but they have to
beat the Celts in Boston, and then go back and beat them
again m Boston. Certainly not impossible, but not likely
I think that the playoff series played by John Havlicek
^r?c6e.f °n<V0fJhe T°St amaz'n9 things ever done in
sports. If the Celtics do go on to win the series, Havlicek
bas 10 b® tbe ^vp- He has d°ne a fine job in defensing
the Bucks high scoring Bob Dandridge, but it has been
his offense that has been outstanding. He has been
deadly on the fast break, and despite his advancing age,
does not show a bit of a sign o f slowing down. He just
1
keeps running.

A total of 12 hits and seven
walks accounted for 10 runs as
the OCE Softball team ripped
Portland State 10-3 last Thur
sday. Shortstop Bev Dage and
first base Jane Ellis were the top
hitters as each knocked out three
hits.
OCE committed four errors but
++ +
the Wolves held PSU to three hits
and three runs. OCE pitcher
Carla Hazen walked but one
The Civil War keeps on going. The most recent
Viking.
altercation
between Oregon and Oregon State took place
Portland CC broke the winning
streak of the OCE jv's at five on the track, of all places. A shoving match in the threegames with a 11-7 win last mile run took much of the glitter out of Oregon State's
Friday. The first inning made all first duel track meet victory over Oregon since 1969.
of the difference as PCC scored
Instead of getting better, the intense feeling between
six runs.
the two schools keeps getting worse. In just the past two
. OCE pitcher Maria Ross had
years we have had incidents such as the Oregon fans
control trouble, and a variety of
very unusual, things occurred to tearing down the OSU goalposts and Dick Harter
open up the PCC lead. Three tripping an OSU cheerleader. And now we have an OSU
different times in that inning the runner put into a race with the sole purpose of
ball hit a PCC baserunner but no preventing an Oregon runner from finishing in second
interference calls were made.
place, so the Beavers would be sure to win the meet, a
"It was the fastest pitching that meet they would have won anyhow.
the jv's have faced this year,"
I think that when the need for a team victory reaches
said OCE coach Carol Brownlow.
that
level, then a second look should be taken at the
"So they were not quite ready.
But they hope to redeem them rivalry. Sports are great, and I think that the Oregonselves when they meet PCC in tho. Oregon State rivalry is basically good. But when
State Tournament here at OCE sportsmanship and class take a distant second place to
May 18th."
winning, then things aren't right.
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Students savor the wildlife of Malheur
by CURTIS CLIMER

On the weekend of the 28 and 29
of April 24 students and faculty of
OCE went on a field trip to the
Malheur National Wildlife
Refuge. Their objective was
simply to view nature. For a
fleeting moment to slip out of
society into what might be called
"heaven".
Malheur Wildlife Refuge is a
migratory waterfoul flyway and

nesting ground. It is located in
southeastern Oregon, west of the
Steens mountains and south of
Burns. It is a little known part of
the state to most. It is filled with
the remnants of an old west,
ranches, cattle and cowboys. The
modern is there too, science,
modern life and even the latest
college fads.
You may have heard of
Malheur Lake but you'll find no
water skiers on this 50,000 acre

lake. It is actually a marshland. the Peregrine Falcon and the
It is a varied and unique en White Pelican.
vironment for a teeming variety
The group spent one day going
of waterfowl, mammals and down the center patrol road.. At
birds. Harney Lake sits to the the head of the road-is a museum,
west of Malheur Lake and serves information center, viewing area
as a basin for water runoff from and display pond. The central
there. It is an alkaline lake patrol road is an area of flooded
supporting little or no life. These fields and potholes kept in a close
lakes sit at the north end of balance. A remnant of man's
Blitzen valley, once the site of interference with a natural area.
pioneer Pete French's. 132,000 At the southern end is the old "P"
acre "P" ranch.
ranch and the small town of
It is as the name implies a Frenchglen, not to mention of
"refuge" for waterfowl. In the course, the campground. In
late 1800's and early 1900's
between north and south is nature
waterfowl were ruthlessly in all her glory.
slaughtered for their feathers, for
The voyagers encountered a
food or simply for the "pleasure" seldom seen sight by visiting a
in killing a big bird. Under
sage grouse "booming ground".
president Theodore Roosevelt the This is a place where male Sage
area was purchased as a Grouse gather to perform a
reservation for bird breeding and courting ritual known as
as a preserve. The Blitzen Valley
booming. The display is a rare
was later added under FDR.
treat involving the males who
The refuge now serves to house"' stand and blow up pouches on
many endangered and rare their chest and spread their
species. Much work in con
pointed tail feathers. The females
servation takes place and work is just stroll about and pick out the
being done on transplanting most handsome devil they can
Whooping cranes, a very rare find.
and exceedingly endangered
At the end of the road is another
species. Other rare birds include rarely seen sight, a vulture roost.

Student pay increase
John N. Sparks, Director of Custodial Aide-$1.90, Special
Business Affairs, recently Aide-$2., Activities Aide-$1.90 to
released the pay scale for $2., Foods Aide-$1.90, Managerial
students employed at OCE ef
Aide-$1.90 to $2.25, and Research
fective May 1. The rates will Aide-$2.
reman in effect until December
31, 1974.
The part-time student works no
For part time employes the more than 15 hours per week so
minimum wage is $1.90. The pay that employment dollars can be
scale is as follows: Library Aide - made available to more students.
$1.90, Instructional Aide - $1.90 to
Full time pay scale for a forty
$2.25, Student Clerk-$1.90, hour week is $2.25 per hour.

It is an area somewhat like a
cartoon where vultures come to
roost in old dead trees, a unique
sight.
The second.day consisted of
a 200 mile journey around the
picturesque Steen Mountains.
On their east side is Oregon's
Alvorodo desert. It is an area of
just dry barren sand. Very little
precipitation occurs there due to
the steepness of the Steens to the
west.
The third day was spent at the
northern end viewing Malheur
and Harney Lakes. A short side
trip was taken to another nearby
lake. It was an area rich in
arrowhead collecting.
Indians once populated the
area quite heavily. Around the
time of the first white man's
arrival there was a general
drying of the area. This caused
the buffalo to die and hunting to
be poor. The Indians either died
of starvation or moved to better
hunting grounds. Many pictoglyphs, rock paintings, can still
be found as a reminder of the
past.
The reserve also contains
Oregon's most recent lava flows.
They are called the Diamond
Craters.
They encountered all kinds of
weather from sun to snow and
rain to wind. When Dr. Spring
was asked what he thought of the
trip, he couldn't express it in
words. One student expressed a
small part of it by saying, "It's so
open". It is a unique experience
to each of us to see nature as she
lives and breathes. Who can
judge the beauty in a single
feather or grace in an eagle's
flight? There is a renewal and
rebirth in all of us with spring's
soothing arousal.

Klemi Hambourg and Ruth Million will present a
violin-piano concert Tuesday night.

Duo sets performance
/The Hambourg-MUlion Duo, on duty in the south pacific. This
Klemi Hambourg, violin and sonata is notable for its simple
Ruth Million, piano, both OCE folk-like melodies and virtuoso
faculty members, will be heard in passages for both instruments,
concert on campus Tuesday, May which contain elements of the
14th. The program will consist of
hoe-down—a facet of American
three sonatas representative of folk music which Copland
the Italian late Baroque, early adapted into many of his com
20th century French, and positions.
contemporary American schools.
A Fellow of Trinity College of
The opening work, Sonata in D" music, London, England, Klemi
minor, by the celebrated Italian Hambourg has concertized
violinist and composer, Pietro widely in Canada, England and
Locatelli, is one of a series of 12 the Pacific northwest. He was
for violin and harpsichord, in violinist and orchestra director at
which the composer's intention is Newton Park College, England,
to employ to the full the and since 1969 has been with the
resource8 of the solo instrument OCE faculty as professor of violin
while adhering to the definite and conductor of the chamber
expressive requirements of the orchestra.
musical text." This Sonata will
Hambourg was appointed
be performed with the Sabathil Concertmaster and assistant
harpsichord, acquired by the conductor of the Salem Sym
UCE Music Department four phony in 1970 and has been heard
years ago.
as soloist with the orchestra on
This will be followed by the several occasions. He has per
Sonata in D minor by Francis formed with the Alaska Festival,
Poulenc One of the leading the Eugene Bach Festival and
spirits of the group known as 'les Peter Britt Festival orchestras.
Six .Poulenc is known mainly for
A graduate of George town
his Arts songs and his intimate College and the American
piano pieces. His only violin Conservatory of Music in
sonata is intended as a musical Chicago, Ruth Million is well
portrait of the composer's close known to Oregon audiences as
friend, Frederica Garcia Lorca
both soloist and accompanist
a well known writer and poet, clinician and adjudicator. Before
*™se tragie death occured in joining the OCE faculty in 1966,
1936. The Sonata has elements of she performed in many parts of
both tragedy and gaiety, with Dif i
including Memphis,
tunes from the Paris salons Philadelphia,
New
York
torming an integral part of the Philadelphia and Boston.
music.
The concert will take place in
The concluding work will be the the Music Hall Auditorium
Sonata for Violin and Piano by commencing at 8 p.m. It is open
Aaron Copland, which has a to the interested public without
similar association. It was charge; seat reservations are
completed in 1943 and is advisable and may be obtained
dedicated to Lt. Harry H. through the Music Department
Dunham, who lost his life while secretary.

The average Navy Pilot isn't
No man who has mastered tthe
h aflyina
t i ri'«
n 9g sa,aries
s a l a r i e s ,an„.
ranget™,
from $10,000skills it takes to fly and land on a ship S t a r f!o
$12,000
annually,
and will increase to
at sea can be called an average pilot And
over $16,000 in four years.
S?ha':,haCCOmPliShmen,a"d°«^
brin9S us to you. Do you have
faction that he enjoys are also above
.
what
it
takes
to fly Navy? To find out,
h|iS °nly ri9ht For the man
whowould
Snplaces
talk with the officer information team.
° would go
as a Naval Aviator
They will be on campus:
the most challenging
ancfdema
MAY 8-10
?ounid a^re!'*"'"' pr03ram ,p "o
Aviuion 0fficer

Candidate
hi« o?i? °m 9h F,i9ht draining to the dav
^9°id®"Navy Wings are awarded he
an2n A1 w«lven: Pushed and tested
again. And for good reason. The Navv
has learned that without the will to
succeed, no man can be successful
If you ve never flown before hi it
have the desire, you're halfway tfiere.

COLLEGE CENTER
BOOKSTORE
2L^,,*h°wing two hying films in the
May 9?
" 3 m May 8 and 2 P m

Airplane rides available for
qualified applicants.

Be a success in The New Navy.
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